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the dragon balls were not the only things that were broken in this saga. the z fighters themselves suffered a loss, as all of their super-powered comrades had been killed by the shadow dragons. there were also losses that were felt by the z fighters. they lost their friend gohan. there was
also that time that gohan had to become a child. gohan's transformation to a child was a very painful experience and one that the z fighters all hated. gohan himself was also psychologically broken. he was the first to suffer from the lack of care for his family's well-being and the fact that he

had lost all of his friends. later, the z fighters attempted to reach the second dragon ball, but an attack by the shadow dragon made them lose their memories. gohan and his friends then used the second dragon ball to bring them back to life. it was then that they discovered that the
shenrons have regained their powers and that basaku has been awakened again. the z fighters were then forced to fight basaku and the shenrons, and lost the battle. the shadow dragon saga was completed, and the dragon ball was destroyed. after this, the z fighters encountered another
problem: the shadow dragon muten roshi. the z fighters and the dragon ball then landed on an abandoned planet. there, they were taken to a strange world. this was another dragon ball. this one was even more powerful than the last one. this dragon ball caused a huge rift between time

and space. the dragon ball was then launched into the future. the z fighters are then transported to the future and find that earth is now a wasteland. gohan and the others then decided to return to the past to try and fix the problem. 5ec8ef588b
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